Self-assembly, phase behaviour and structural behaviour as observed by scattering for classical and non-classical microemulsions.
In this review, we discuss the conditions for forming microemulsions, systems which are thermodynamically stable mixtures of oil and water made stable by the presence of an interfacial film containing surface active molecules. There are several types of microemulsions, depending largely on the stiffness of the amphiphilic monolayer that separates the oily and the aqueous micro-domain. We first discuss and compare the phase behaviour of these different types, starting from the classical microemulsion made from a flexible surfactant film but then also moving on to less classical situations: this occurs when the interfacial film is stiff or when microemulsions are formed in the absence of a classical surfactant. In the second part, we relate these different microemulsion types to the structural features as can be determined via different methodologies by small angle scattering (SAS). Using absolute scaling, general theorems as well as fitting under constraints or to pre-supposed shapes in real space or correlation functions in reciprocal space allows to classify all microemulsions into classical flexible, rigid or ultra-flexible microemulsions with either globular, connected cylinder of locally flat interfaces, with the corresponding conductivity and phase stability properties.